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On the asymptotic équivalence of Systems
of ordinary differential équations.

by YASTLIOS A. STAIKOS (University of Atheiis)

Numinary. - In this paper we deal imth the asymptotic équivalence of the
linear System {A) and the ' quasi-hnear" System {Aq) and improve
p)evious resu/ts on the subject of E. Weyl [6], V. A. Yakubovich [7]
and R. Conti [3].

1, - Consider the Systems of ordinary differential équations

(A) y = A(t)y i d

(A9) x = A(t)x + g(t, x) \ ~

Avhere A[t), ^ e [^ +°°) is an n x n complex matrix with entries
summable functions in every finite subiiiterval of [̂ OJ +^o) and
g[t, x\ (tt x) e [t0, +oo) x Cn {C is the complex plaue) is an w-di-
mensional complex vector.

Moreover, we suppose that the system (Ag) is •' quasi-linear "',
that is g satisfies the folloAving conditions:

(t) j \ g ( s , 0) | d« = Y < + oo (')

(2) \g(t, x)-git, y)\

for every (t, x), (t, y) in [t0, + oo) x Gn

+ 30

(3) jl(t)dt = l< + o o .

Hence, the uniqueness of the solutions of (Ag) is valid and the
right end-point of the domain (interval) of the solutions of this
system is + oo.

AVe suppose further that the system {A) is unformly stable
which implies that the solutions of (Ag) are bounded and uniformly
stable. This can be easily proved by the argument nsed in [1 ;
p. 97, lemma].

(*) By définition, | cc | = 2 \xt\ and \X\ — S \xu |, where o? is a coin-
* h)

plex vector and X a complex matrix.
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DÉFINITION 1. - The Systems {A) and (Ag) are called asymptoti-
cally equivalent if and only if there exists a homeomorphism
03 ; Cn — C" such that

lim [x(t; l)-y(t; *>(£))] = 0,
t—*-j-oo

where x(t; \) is the sohition of [Ag) with x{tQ; Z) = * and y(t; (*>(!•))
the solution of (A) with y{t0; w(;)) = w(Ç).

In a paper by R. CONTI [4] it was stated (Teorema I) that qua-
si-linearity of [Ag) plus uniform stability of (A) are sufficient to
insure asymptotic équivalence between (A) and (Ag)i but the proof
is not correct. While it remains an open question whether this
statement is true or not, we are going in what follows to prove
it under an additional assumption on A(t) (Theorem 1). Our result
includes previous ones by H. WEYL [6] or [5; p. 514], Y. A. TA-

KTTBOVICH [7] and E. CONTI [3],

2. - Case of A(t) having a Jonlan eanonical forni. Let J(t),
t G [̂ o, +°°) t>e &11 n x n complex matrix having the JORDAN cano-
nical form. that is having blocks Jr(t), r — 1 . ..., m down the
main diagonal and zéros elsewhere, where Jr(t) is an nr ^< ftr

matrix of the form Jr{t) — ̂ r(t)Er + Zr with Er the unit nr X nr

matrix and Zr the nr X nr matrix of the form

0 1 0 . . . 0 0

0 0 1 . . . 0 0
if nr>l,

0 0 0 . . . 0 1

k 0 0 0 . . . 0 0

otherwise the l x l null matrix.
Let A(t) = J(t), t e [t0, +oo) and let Y(t) = (yi,{t)) be the principal

fundamental matrix of (A), i.e.

^ ~r~.——r~i— exp I Xr(sjds for vr i <r i, <ci j

(4)
where v0 = 0, vr = n, -|- ... -|- nr

\ yij(t) = 0 for all the other indices i, j .
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For the matrix Y(f)Y—H?) = (ùij(t, T)), an easy compilation
leads to

(5)

t

{}[t7 T) = 5———- exp I \(s)ds for vr-i < i < j ;
T

J/y ĵ T) = 0 for all the other indices i, j .

Under the assumptions of this and the previous section the
following lemmas hold.

LEMMA 1 - If T = const., Te [t0J +oo), then lim <|̂ (t, T) = 0,

otherwise i — j and tyn(t, T) is bounded in [t0, -foo).

PROOF. - It is' sufficient, by (5), to prove the lemma for the
t

(t — T\nr—1 f
funct ions ^y _ _j_ l i V (t, T) = — TT-J— exp I lr(s)ds. The un i fo rm

T
stability of the System (A) means that there exists a constant i
such that

(6) | Y{t)Y-*{ï)\ < c for every t, T with to<:r<Zt

and consequently

(7) O^^^+i .v^, T)<c for every t G [T, + oo),

From (6), it folloAVs also that

t+T

+.,_,+,, < - t + * i

i.e.

Hence, by (7),

0 < ^ r _ i + i,v^, T)<(*r—l)l{t
C^H^,1—l for every t e (Tt + oo)

which proves the lemma.
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Let now I=\(i.j): Urn yl}(t) = O\. Theu, by lemma 1 (X=40),

it follows that (i, j) € I implies i=j. If ü(t) = (ui?(t)), te[t0, + 00)
is the n>< n matrix with ui3(t) = 0 for (i, j) e I and nu(t) = yïix{t)
for (*, ï) $ I, then the folloAving lemma holds.

+00 4-°°4
L E M M A 2. - T&e intégrais j Ü(T) p(x, O;(T ; E)) dx and f \ U(T) \ l(x)dT

exist

PftooF. - We have that

/
J

+00 +oo

Z7(T) I I g(T, CC(T ; E)) • d r = 2 [y « T, X(T ; 5)) |

By (1), (2), (3), (4), (5) aud (6), we get

t t

C f\g(ryx(r;l))-g(r,O)\ dr + c [\g(rf 0) | d x <

+ c / I #(T, 0) 1 dx < ccJ + cy = k,
k

Tvhere ĉ  is a bound of x(t; l) in [tQ, + 0 0 ) .
Hence

t

fyü1^) lflf(T, «(T; 0)1 dT<

+00

; 5) |

and if \y%i (x) | p(x, x(x; ^))| dx = + 00, then lim y%%(t) = 0 which
J t-++oo

Gontradicts. (*, i) ^ I. It is obvious that the first intégral exists
also when we replace the solution x(t; 0 by any function which
is bounded in [̂ 0, +00).
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-j-00

il\T) l(x) dx

Similarly

and

t

Hence

we hav

+00

f\U(x)\
K

— 1

e

1(T) dr =

f
t

fi(<z) dr<d.

dx<clyû\t)

and if / ylil{x) l(t) di — + oo, tben lim yu(t) — 0 ^which also
./ *—+00

conti adicts (% i) $ 7.

LEMMA 3. - The Systems (A) and (Ag) are asymptotically équi-
valent,

PROOF. - By virtue of lemma 2, we define the homeomorphism
w : Cn — O by

+00

8) a)© = 5 + ƒ CT(T)flf(T, ar(T, :))^T.

The continuity of the fanction w can be easily derived from

+ 3O

J
h

lemma 2 and the (uniform) stability of the solutions of (Ag).
Moreover, we have to prove that the range of co is the whole space
Cn and that w is one-to-one. To this end we prove first that for
any y\ e Cw there exists a l e Cn such that

+00
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In fact, without loss of generality we can assume, by (3) and
lemma 2. that t0 is such that

(10) c
+OC +00

J W ) | Kr
te

since a finite shifting does not affect the substance of the que-
stion by virtue of the continuous dependence of the solutions on
the initial values.

Now, by means of successive approximations

= y(t; v,) - Y(t)
to

t

Y(t)Y-\x)g(r, xv(r))dT (v = 0, 1, 2, ...)

it can be easily verified that

(11) |«v+iö) — a5v(0; < 3vc,, for every * e [*0) +oo),

where ĉ  is a bound of the solution y(t; vj). Thus, (9) can be
easily derived from (11).
From (8) and (9) it follows immediately that

(12) •/] = " ( ; ) ,

i.e. that the range of w is the whole space Cn.
On the other hand, supposing w(ç) = o>(;*), we have by (2), 6 ,

(9), (10) and (12) that

x(t ; 0 — a# ; S*) | < ff sup | x(t ; Ç) — x(t ; ?*) | for every t e [Jo, +oo),

i.e. x(t; l) = x(^; Ç*) for every ^6[^0, +oo) and hence l = Ç* which
proves that OJ in one-to-one.

It remains to prove now that

( 13) Hm [x(t ; Ç) - s/tf ; w(5))] = 0.
t+
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It is easy to verify that

(14) Xi(t; l) - yi(t; w(5)) = 2 F.,(t9 T),

w h e r e F i , ( t . T) = +«,(*, T ) [ x 3 ( T ; l) — y } ( T ; < , > $ )

r
Now, we consider the following two cases
a' (h j) s I. Because of the boundedness of the solutions of the

Systems (A) and (Ag), there exists a constant $ f > 0 such that

(15) 1 X{t ; 0 - y(t ; ô ft)) | < M for every ^ e [t0, + oo).

Let T, Te[f0, + oo) be chosen so that

t t

(16) ƒ Z(T) dT < 2 ^ : and j | 0(T, 0) ! dt < ^ for every * e [T, +oo ,
'T T

where et is a bound of the solution x(t; l) in [i0, +oo) .
By (2), (15) and (16) we obtain

i,{t, T)| < bfa T)M + cc^ j HT)dr + c j 1 S(T, 0)|d

ich, by lemma 1, implies that

(17) lim sup \Ftj(t, T)\<±7i.

+oo n

- In this case i=j and, by virtue of (4) and (5),
one can easily verify that

Fu(t, T) = yii(t)[U-^)

and by (8),

\Fit(t, f
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which, by virfcue of the lemraas 1 and 2, implios that

(18) lim Ftl(t, T)= 0.

Now, frotn (14). (17) and (18), it follows

lim sup \x(t; l) ~ y(t; ^U))| <*" £ for every s > 0

which implies (13).

ft. - General case of A[t). Let G(t), Q(t), te[to< + oo) be n ^ n
complex matrices having en tries summable functions in every
finite subinterval of [£0, + oo).

DÉFINITION 2, - (E. CONTI [2]). We say that G(t) is tœ-similar
to Q(t) if and only if

-Q(t)S(t)\dt<+<*>

for some non-degenerate n x n complex matrix S(t), t e [tQ, + °°)
with entries absolutely continuons functions in every finite subintet*-
val of [£0, -f oo) and such that S(t) and S~\t) are bounded in
[tö, -|-oo). More exactly we say that G(t) is too-similar to Q(t) by
means of the matrix S(t)

Under the assumptions of section 1 the following theorem holds.

THEOREM 1. - Let A(t) be tœ-similar to a matrix J(t) having
the Jordan canonical form. Then the Systems (A) and (Ag) are
asymptotically equivalent.

PROOF. - If A(t) is £oo-similar to a matrix J(t) by means of
the matrix S(t), then by the substitution

(19) y = S(t)w

the system (̂ L) is transformed into the system

(Jg*) w = J(t)w + g*(t, w),

where g*(t9 w) = - S-\t)[S(l) + S(t)J(t) - A(t)S(t)]w.
Similarly the substitution

(20) x = S(t)z
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transforma the System (Ag) into the system

where g*(t, 0) = g(t9 S(t)z) - S~\t)[S(t) + S(t)J(t) - A(t)S(t)]z.
Moreover, we consider the system.

(J) u = J(ftw

which is uniformly stable, since (A) is uniformly stable and A(t)
is ^oo-similar to J(t) [2; p. 249j.

Now, it is easy to verify that we can apply lemma 3 for the
Systems (J), (Jg) and (J), (J^) respectively. ïïence, the asymptotic
équivalence of (J), (Jg*) and of (.ƒ), (J^) leads to the asymptotic
équivalence of the Systems (Jg*) and (Jg#). since the relation of
the asymptotic équivalence is transitive. Thus the assertion of the
theorem follows immediately by virtue of (19) and (20).

Let now consider the Systems (.4) and

(B) œ = £(t)x,

where B(t), ^e[^0, + oc) is an nxn complex matrix with en-
tries summable functions in every finite subinterval of [£0, +00).

. - Let A(t) be iœsimilar to a matrix J(t) having
the Jordan canonical form and let also A(t) be tœ-similar to B(t)
by means of a matrix T(t) for which T = lim l(t) exists and is
non-degenerate, i.e. det T=j=O. Then the Systems (A) and (B) are
asymptotically equivalent.

PKOOF. - The substitution

X = T(t)8

transforms the system (B) into the system

A g) 'z = A(t)z + g(t, s),

where gtf, z) = — T~Kt)[T(t) + T(t)A(t) - B(t)T(t)]z.

An application of Th. 1 leads to the asymptotic équivalence of
the Systems (A) and (A^). On the other hand it is easy to verify
that the system (B) is asymptotically equivalent to the system
(A'g') by means of the homemorphism w(;) = T"1?.
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Hence, by the transitivity of the relation of the asymptotic
équivalence, the assertion of the corollary follows.

As we have mentioned in section 1 the well-known theorem
of H. WEYL [6] or [5; p. 514] and that of Y. A. YAKUBOVICH
[7; p. 237] fall into Th. 1 as particiilar cases, since the case where
A(t) is constant or reducible implies that A(t) is Êoo-siniilar to a
matrix J(t) having the JORDAN canonical form. Also, for the same
reason, the theorema 1 and 2 of R. CO^TI [3 ; p. 45 and 46] fali
into the above corollary as particular cases.

4. - We shall give now a more gênerai formulation of Th. 1
by which the above corollary is obvious.

Consider the " quasi-linear" Systems (Ag) and

(Bf) y = B(i)y + f(i9 y)

and suppose, as in section 1, that the system (A) is uniformly stable.
THEOREM 2. - Let A(t) be tœ-similar to a matrix J(t) having

the Jordan canonical form and let also A(t) be tœ~similar to B(t)
by means of a matrix T(t) for which T = lim T(t) exists and is

non-degenerate, i.e. dei T4=0. Then the Systems (Ag) and (Bf) are
asymptotically equivalent.

PROOF. - The theorem follows immediately from Th. 1, the
corollary and the transitivity of the relation of asymptotic équi-
valence, by comparing first the Systems (A) and (Ag) and then (B
and (Bf).

The author expresses his gratitude to Prof. R. CONTI for his sug-
gestions which have improved the original exposition.
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